Hearing profile and MRI myelination of auditory pathway in Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease.
This study showed that delayed auditory pathway myelination is common in Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease (PMD), but this delay does not necessarily indicate poor hearing function. PMD is a rare recessively inherited X-linked leukodystrophy characterized by defective central nervous system myelination owing to a mutation in the proteolipid protein gene (PLP). The aims of this study were to evaluate the hearing function and auditory brain response (ABR) findings of patients with PMD and relate these findings to MRI-assessed myelination in the central auditory pathway. We retrospectively studied eight male pediatric patients with PMD. Serial auditory examinations included audiometry, behavior audiometry, distortion product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE), and ABR. MRI-assessed myelination in the auditory pathway was evaluated in the PMD patients and in 23 normal young children as a control group. Audiometry showed normal to moderate hearing impairment and the hearing threshold improved with age and became almost normal over time. DPOAEs positivity and only ABR wave I or waves I and II were found in all the patients. MRI showed delayed myelination in all the patients and the auditory pathway was myelinated up to the inferior colliculus in four cases and up to the medial geniculate body in four cases. Serial MRIs showed no progression in myelination. No clear relation was found between hearing threshold and MRI-assessed myelination in the auditory pathway.